MUSEO E REAL BOSCO DI CAPODIMONTE
REGULATIONS
DECREE FROM THE DIRECTOR

Given the need to provide the Museum and Real Bosco di Capodimonte with regulations for the use of its
space in order to preserve the monumentality and integrity of the site;
Given the need for public order to protect the safety of the visitor;
Given the Code of Cultural Heritage and of the Landscape;
Considering that the Museum and Real Bosco di Capodimonte, for its historic, architectural and botanic assets, is of notable interest under the Code of Cultural Heritage and of the Landscape;
Considering that in the Museum and Real Bosco di Capodimonte there are risks for the health and safety of
the workers and visitors;
The following regulations shall apply:

At the Real Bosco di Capodimonte it is forbidden to:
Art. 1) Deface in any way the buildings of the park, statues, fountains, benches and any other object
subject to safeguard laws.
Art. 2) Damage in any way vegetation, equipment (metal fences, wooden balustrades, benches,
fountains, information posters and signage), camera systems, or lighting and irrigation installations.
Art. 3) It is absolutely forbidden to smoke, to start fires or to behave in any way that could cause a
fire, including holding and/or using firecrackers, fireworks and other similar products.
Art. 4) Damage in any way equipment and/or installations.

Art. 5) Play ball, cricket or any other team sport except in the designated spaces.
Art. 6) Dirty the paths and grassland by throwing waste (bags, casings, papers, etc). All waste must be
put in the bins placed along the paths, respecting the selective sorting where indicated. Move, damage
or dirty trash bins and dumpsters.
Art. 7) Camp, install tents or any camping equipment, have a picnic using tables, seats, mobile
structures and invasive materials on the grassland.
Art. 8) Take pictures or film using professional equipment for purposes of publication or for profit
without respecting valid laws.
Art. 9) Dig holes of any dimensions.
Art. 10) Clog the wells or the guttering for the disposal of rainwater.
Art. 11) Park in front of the entrance gates.
Art. 12) Enter with unauthorized motor vehicles.
Art. 13) For the authorized motor vehicles, to cross the Park outside of the specific pathways.
Art. 14) Disturb the public peace, including the use of loud audio equipment, and the wildlife with
noisy and troublesome actions.
Art. 15) Walk around the edges of the monumental fountains, dive in the water or throw any object in
the fountain, bathe, fish or immerse objects or animals in water.
Art. 16) Behave in a manner that could lead to straying or to insect or bird infestation.
Art. 17) Diffuse propaganda, even verbal, and sell objects of any kind if not authorized.
Art. 18) Use the spaces for commercial purposes without authorization.
Art. 19) Climb the fences or enter the woodland, the valleys or access areas closed to the public.
Art. 20) Enter through non-authorized ways. Enter or remain at the site before the opening (7:15 AM)
or after the closing hours (5:00 PM November-December-January and 6:00 PM October, February,
March, 7:30 PM April, May, June, July, August and September). Introduce fabricated or manufactured items without specific authorization.
Art. 21) Enter the park with weapons or hunting equipment. To hunt or to fish, to mistreat or to
capture, even temporarily, the wildlife in the park.
Art. 22) Collect or damage plant species.
Art. 23) Behave in any way that could be contrary to the security of the site or of the people, such as
climbing trees or poles, playing games and/or doing any activity that could harm the safety of people
or artefacts, such as throwing objects at a uncontrolled distance, walking on the roadsides or along
the cliffs.
At the Real Bosco di Capodimonte it is an obligation to:

Art. 1) Walk dogs and other animals on a leash and/or with a muzzle. Owners should also be
equipped for removing animals’ excrement in accordance with the rules in force, and prevent dogs or
other animals from urinating on the grassland, bushes and other vegetation.
Art. 2) For the authorized motor vehicles, to stop at the permitted areas, respecting the signaling.
Art. 3) For the authorized motor vehicles, to drive by slowly on the allowed paths.
Art. 4) For bicycle owners, to go slowly taking into consideration the specific characteristics of the
site, and respecting the signaling and taking the responsibility for any possible harm to themselves or
to others.
Art. 5) Children should be supervised and under the responsibility of an adult.

In the Real Bosco di Capodimonte the following are punishiable by law:
●
●
●
●

Refusal by the visitor to indicate his or her identity to any supervisor requesting this information.
Any violence towards the security staff, any other staff or any person in the garden.
Any harassment to visitors or anyone present in the gardens.
Any act contrary to decency.

The complete regulations are available on the website: www.museocapodimonte.beniculturali.it
The administration declines any responsibility for damage to things and people .
The personnel of the companies involved in maintenance or restoration or in the service of the management
are required to comply with the regulations.
The staff responsible for security services at the Museum and the Real Bosco di Capodimonte are required to
comply with the regulations.
Persons violating the regulations of the Museum and Real Bosco di Capodimonte identified by the security
staff may, if necessary, be reported to the authorities.
Failure to comply with these regulations, unless a more serious offense is found, constitutes an infringement
of Article 180 of the Code of Cultural Heritage and Landscape and is punished according to article 650 C. P.
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